
 

Evolver rock with CHOC at the Feel Good Fiesta

Evolver would like to announce “Meet Evolver" at the 30th Anniversary of CHOC Childhood Cancer Foundation S.A
(Children's Haemotology Oncology Clinic). Joining Evolver will be actress Kim Engelbrecht and Kenny Maistry of Metro FM.
The Feel Good Fiesta, will be held at Cresta Shopping Centre on Saturday, July 18th 2009.

In celebration of this organization since 1979, the CHOC children will be the mascots for the day. They will be parading
through Cresta Centre creating awareness amongst shoppers, raising funds desperately needed through the sale of
badges, as well as inviting the shoppers to attend the spectacular show in the Amphitheatre. They fight a daily struggle for
survival against the ravages of the dreaded disease. In this, we recognise them as our young hero survivors! ‘These CHOC
kids are true SA heroes with a huge heart. Evolver being part of the FEEL GOOD FIESTA definitely hits the right note.'
Says Jack Devnarain, Event Manager of Feel Good Fiesta.

This year's event promises to be a fun filled extravaganza with a host of entertainment. SAP Police Dogs, Fire Engines,
CHOC Kids, SA Strongman, Belly Dancers, Isidingo Celebrities, Eating competitions, Hip Hop dancers, Yoga
demonstrations, Extreme motorcycle stunts and Free signed photographs from Evolver!

Evolver's mission statement is to make South African rock the voice of change. Join the Evolution and parents of children
who suffer from all varieties of cancer or life threatening blood disorders. This non-government organization is funded by
donations and fundraising from corporate entities as well as personal donations.

Arlene Zlotnick, Fundraiser added: "I am honored that Evolver have taken time to be part of this event and thank them for
helping CHOC in “keeping more than hope ALIVE " !
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